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Skull Hooker® New Product Release- Turkey Hooker 

KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. (Dec. 29,2018) — Skull Hooker, the world’s first 
professionally finished and fully adjustable European skull mounting system, is 
now offering additional options for 2019. 
 
The Turkey Hooker is an inspiring new product by Skull Hooker and the first bird display 
of its kind. This amazing new product allows you to have an attractive and versatile 
mounting solution for displaying turkey fans. 

 
The Turkey Hooker is sold as a wall display. Features include 
three tabs on the bottom for hanging/displaying a beard and 
legs. Like all Skull Hooker brackets, the display is adjustable to 
get the perfect angle or presentation of your trophy.  
 
The Turkey Hooker is not just your typical turkey fan wall 
display. It can also be set flat on a shelf or on an office 
desk. In addition, the Tukey Hooker can be utilized on 
Skull Hookers’ Table Hooker and Trophy tree displays as 
two more options for displaying those turkey hunting 
memories. 
 
 



Headquartered in Oregon and founded in 2009, Skull Hooker was 
the first company to offer professionally crafted and fully 
adjustable European style skull-mounting brackets that naturally 
showcase trophy animals in an elegant manner. The Skull Hooker 
mounting systems for European mounts were first available in two 
wall sizes to accommodate most every trophy big game species 
worldwide. Since then, the Skull Hooker product line for European 
mounts has expanded into floor and table displays. Skull Hooker 
also offers two sizes of brackets for Skull Capped trophies along 
with an optional Skull Cap cover plate. Skull Hooker further 
expanded to offer two new products providing a third, smaller and 
sleeker, size option to the classic European wall mount, as well as their first bird display, 
the Turkey Hooker.  

 
For more information on Skull Hooker contact: SkullHooker, P.O. Box 257, Klamath Falls, 
OR 97601; admin@skullhooker.com call 541-887-8622; or visit www.skullhooker.com. 
Visit us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/SkullHooker. On Instagram @SkullHooker. 
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* High-resolution product images and company logo are available upon request by 
emailing admin@skullhooker.com
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